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PRESS QUOTES 

ABOUT JEAN-MICHEL PILC 

A dazzlingly inventive pianist - Nate Chinen, THE NEW YORK TIMES 

Pilc ranks among today's titans of the instrument. - Howard Reich, CHICAGO TRIBUNE 

A musical genius at work.- Eric Brace, WASHINGTON POST 

A splashy stunner  – Ben Ratliff, THE NEW YORK TIMES 

[One can hear the] shimmering opaqueness of Impressionism in Pilc's lush  
harmonies...- Don Heckman, LOS ANGELES TIMES 

ABOUT FRANCOIS MOUTIN 

Francois Moutin is one of the giants of Jazz European Division.
- Michael J. West, WASHINGTON CITY PAPER 

François’ bass prowess is a marvel in itself. -  Ashley Kahn, JAZZ TIMES  

François Moutin's bass chops are practically unparalleled. - David R. Adler, ALL MUSIC 
GUIDE Expert Review 

Bass players and aficionados who haven't yet caught François in concert (...) would be 
well-advised to check him out. He is indeed a real bona fide bass monster. – Bill 
Milkowski, JAZZ TIMES 

ABOUT ARI HOENIG 

He's got Rhythm of every variety - Ben Ratliff, NEW YORK TIMES 

Ari Hoenig is one of the most maniacally obsessive, spasmodic and musical drummers 
in jazz. - JAZZ TIMES 

Ari Hoenig approaches jazz drumming with manic glee, and yet he's exacting with 
texture and pulse, an irrepressibly kinetic drummer - Nate Chinen, NEW YORK TIMES 

Ari Hoenig, a disconcerting phenomenon of the drums - JAZZMAN MAGAZINE 



ABOUT PILC – MOUTIN – HOENIG 

Their super-playful, everything-is-permitted music depends on the incredible rapport that 
the three musicians have built over more than a decade and a half of playing together. –
OTTAWA CITIZEN 

… intensely personal exploration from each musician that somehow combines to form a 
coherent group expression. – THE DCIST 

After many years of sharing the bandstand, one thing’s sure: There’s deep chemistry 
between pianist Pilc, bassist Moutin and drummer Hoenig. You can hear it in the 
precision of the miniatures comprising the new Threedom. Upheavals are tempered by 
clarity. Pondering always has a focus. These guys make an aside feel of an opus when 
they so choose, and tention glows in even the most fluid passages. Onstage, they’ll 
explode whenever necessary. – Jim Macnie, VILLAGE VOICE 

… extravagantly dynamic… - Nate Chinen, NY TIMES 

… a single entity, three players moving as one, regardless of the context. – ALL ABOUT 
JAZZ

Tumultuous, unpredictable, vibrant… less like an unveiling, and more like the exploding 
of a star – the event emitting a creative shock wave of force, overlapping forms, light, 
darkness, expanding and contracting space. – ALL ABOUT JAZZ (life review) 

In their most playful mode, as they were during a recent engagement at the Blue Note, 
it’s like watching the Flying Kamarazov Brothers tossing bowling pins back and forth 
from across the stage. – Bill Milkowski, JAZZTIMES 

… these guys have a certain something that hits you where you don’t expect it… A high 
minded set that delivers the good, if you like it smart and from the gut, this is the hybrid 
you want - MIDWEST RECORDS 

… seasoned and exhilarating trio… - TIME OUT NY 

… they kept the audience captivated, stimulated, their ebullient interaction often feeling 
telepathic. – Sharonne Cohen, JAZZTIMES 

There seems to be no end to where this group could go… - John Kelman – ALL ABOUT 
JAZZ



















 

Threedom
Pilc - Moutin - Hoenig | Motema Music (2011) 

di Maurizio Zerbo

Il titolo del CD è quanto mai appropriato nell'indicare la libera interazione 
tra i tre musicisti, che va dalla composizione al sound di gruppo. Questo 
nuovo progetto è forse l'esito più avvincente di una liaison musicale 
intrapresa nel 1995 dove Pilc opera una originale opera di sintesi tra il 
proprio sostrato culturale legato all'Europa ed il linguaggio afroamericano. 

Qui il pianista di origini francesi oggi statunitense non prende il largo da 
solo, anzi riesce ad essere un sostegno ed uno stimolo sicuri per i due 
compagni di viaggio. Ed è questo il filo conduttore di una seduta 
d'incisione che si ripete dopo otto anni dalla precedente (Live at the 
Sweet Basil, nell'intento di esprimere con la massima disinvoltura idee di grande forza sintattica. 
L'empatia che traspare palpabilmente all'ascolto del CD è un efficace volano di minimalismo 
espressivo che tende a dire molto nell'arco di pochi minuti. 

Spiccano le nove composizioni originali proposte nel segno della libertà d'espressione e 
dell'improvvisazione. Quanto agli standard proposti, i tre lasciano il segno nel ridare nuova veste ad 
abiti preesistenti accorciandoli ed allungandoli, ma sempre in accordo con il modello dato. 
Virtuosismo, lirismo, antico e moderno convivono tutti felicemente in questo disco per disegnare il 
profilo di musicisti di grande personalità.  

Threedom segnerà sicuramente una tappa importante nella carriera del trio.  

Valutazione: 4 stelle 

Elenco dei brani:  
01. Nardis; 02. Think of One; 03. Morning; 04. A Foggy Day; 05. You and the Night and the Music; 
06. Birth; 07. Slow; 08. Touch; 09. Giant Steps; 10. Afro Blue; 11. The Grinch Dance; 12. Dusk; 
13. Lily; 14. Threedom; 15. Hymn for Her; 16. I'm Beginning to See the Light; 17. Confirmation; 
18. Smile. 

Musicisti:  
Jean-Michel Pilc (pianoforte) 
Francois Moutin (contrabbasso) 
Ari Hoenig (batteria)
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Pilc-Hoenig-Moutin Trio: Washington, D.C. May 
17, 2011
FRANZ A. MATZNER
   
Jean-Michel Pilc / Ari Hoenig / François Moutin 
May 17, 20011  
Blues Alley 
Washington, D.C. 

Tumultuous, unpredictable, vibrant with variegated rhythms and tempos, shimmering with torrents 
of sound and spiraling tendrils of color, the Pilc-Moutin-Hoenig Trio's recent performance at Blues 
Alley proceeded less like an unveiling and more like the exploding of a star—the event emitting a 
creative shock wave of force, overlapping forms, light, darkness, expanding and contracting 
space.  

The resonating artistic experience created by the Pilc-Moutin-Hoenig Trio is not the product of a 
carefully constructed composition, nor does it find its underpinnings in the practiced reworking of 
traditional jazz standards. It is achieved by the shared creative will of longtime band mates Pilc, 
François Moutin, and Ari Hoenig, brought forth sui generis in the moment of each performance. 
This was composition akin to spontaneous combustion, each moment devouring itself within the 
birth of the next in a conflagration of self-expression.  

No set lists. No tunes. No preconceptions. Instead, undiluted improvisation. When an artist 
accomplishes this over a single solo, it is impressive. When it is repeated song after song, it is 
astounding. What separates the Pilc-Moutin-Hoenig Trio is that the band as a unit accomplishes 
this feat night after night, achieving the freedom and integration often sought after by jazz 
ensembles, but only rarely fulfilled. Even rarer is when that collective freedom produces a musical 
experience as emotively convincing and structurally sound, as the trio achieved in its recent 
performance. Instead of a series of tunes, the audience at Blues Alley was treated to a single 
continuous, spontaneously created work. Certainly, components of traditional jazz material and 
some past Pilc compositions could be identified, including "Nardis," "Beginning to See the Light," 
"Giant Steps," and others. But these components emerged the way common terminology 
manifests in a conversation, used as references, signals, touchstones and springboards, lasting 
only briefly before the band shifted in a wholly new direction, often into dramatically uncharted 



territory. The result was a richly populated musical universe that seemed to breathe in the mind 
like a physical reality.  

One moment during the set's third "movement" began with a short, repeated lyrical phrase 
accompanied by a gentle, almost abstract rhythm on toms and open snare, Pilc and Hoenig 
painted a landscape of openness and calm, a minimalist excursion of reflection almost pastoral in 
character. Capturing the theme, Moutin launched a small waterfall of notes, letting them drip 
slowly across Pilc's repeated phrase like droplets off tree branches. Without warning, Hoenig 
changed directions, sending an erratic pattern of snare and rim shots scampering across the soft 
bed of Moutin's bass line, disrupting Pilc's piano melody. In response, Pilc mimicked the run, 
adding a series of stronger strokes in the bass register to convert the light pattern into the 
stomping tread of a lumbering beast. Moutin and Hoenig responded in turn, adding new layers of 
texture, increasing the dynamics, inserting longer, denser runs, shifting the tempo, joining all 
these rivulets into a torrent of sound formed out of the now submerged initial phrase. All of this in 
just a few moments, and the pattern continued over the course of the entire night, one idea 
spurring the next in a fluid evolution.  

Each band member describes the phenomena they have created in differing terms, but all identify 
freedom and trust as the foundations.  

The dedicated iconoclast, Pilc, distrustful of words and definitions, objects to the premise of 
classification stating, "The idea for us is to create a piece of music on the spot. People are 
obsessed by the 'what.' What is this? What is that? For us, it is more about how we play. If we 
play well, we are happy. If we don't, we are not. That is the way to do it. [It] took us time to find 
out we needed that absolute freedom to really express ourselves. I think what we do is that we 
don't know what we do. We leave it up to the music. The less we know the best we will play. So 
that is why sometimes when people ask me what is this, what is that, I say, 'I don't know and I 
don't want to know.' I want to be as innocent as I can become. If I could revert to complete 
childhood, I think that would be ideal."  

Moutin, who has known Pilc since their early years at university in France, explains it another 
way. He begins by citing two fundamental principles developed during those early years: hear 
what you play, play what you hear. Moutin then expands: "Hear what you play. When a musician 
chooses this injunction as one of his driving principles, he starts a lifelong process of learning 
how to eliminate from his improvisations the musical statements that don't provide him with an 
emotional meaning and, at the same time, how to let those that do come to him. The injunction 
play what you hear, once adopted by the same musician, pushes him to find by himself, in his 
psychomotor functioning and his instrumental technique—what is going to allow him to instantly 
perform those emotionally loaded musical statements as they come to him. When all musicians in 
a group are on that one page, which I think is the case in Pilc-Moutin-Hoenig, they have a good 
chance to manage this kind of fluid interplay."  



Hoenig describes the band's dynamic by articulating what happens when playing with a more 
typical jazz band that follows the standard format: head, solo, trade eights, conclusion. "So, in a 
band like that, there is something that happens after you play the head out right at the end. What 
happens is that when you get to that point in a song everyone kind of looks up. They come out of 
their own little world and they start thinking and listening to each other. And what happens to the 
music is very strong at that point because everyone starts paying attention. That's the feeling that 
we are going for all the time. Anything can happen at any time. It doesn't have to be solos, or it 
can be one solo, or different orders. We can change tempos drastically. We can change from one 
song to another—totally out of the blue. There is [never] a situation where we know what is going 
to happen. That's really what keeps it fun and keeps it engaged."  

If it were possible to distill the Pilc-Moutin-Hoenig Trio experience to one word, it might well be 
"engagement." Total, concentrated engagement between the band members coupled with a 
demand for audience engagement. In fact, the band should come with a warning label: keep your 
eyes peeled, your ears attuned, and your mind open because the musical ideas come so fast, are 
so unpredictable, and flow so freely that unless you are willing to participate actively through 
close attention, you are liable never to catch-up. Those willing to buy the ticket and take the ride, 
however, are bound to experience an exciting and unique sonic journey.  

Of course, Pilc would probably say all that is nonsense. That the story of the music exists only in 
the moment of its coming into being, each incarnation distinct and unrepeatable. Or, more likely, 
he'd reject even that. He might just repeat what he said after the show: "Sometimes people ask 
me how do I approach the music. I say 'well, I don't.' How do I approach the sun? Well, I don't. It's 
too hot. So I stay away from it. To me [music]'s exactly the same thing. I feel the warmth, but I 
don't approach it. Otherwise I destroy it or destroy myself. Which I don't want to do—I'm not 
crazy."  










